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地址 JM Canty, Inc. 
6100 Donner Road 
Buffalo, New York 14094 

国家 美国

州 New York

产品/机械
Vessel & Process Lights

Sanitary Lights

Sanitary
Lighting

Canty fiber optic lighting systems have been designed to provide efficient, high output tungsten-halogen light in a cost effective
package. Canty uses only high quality, flexible fiber optic light pipes to guide the light from our light source through a sight glass or
process connection. The light is elliptically focused into the fiber optic light pipe and guided through the sight glass minimizing
losses while maximizing your tank or vessel lighting!

Features

- Connects to standard Tri-clamp® connection 
- Flexible fiber optic light bundle provides a high intensity output 
- NEMA 4, IP66, Explosion proof (Class I, Div. 1, Group B, C & D, Class II, Div. 1, Groups E, F & G) or Flameproof EEx d IIC T6 Ratings

Process Lights

Industrial
Lighting

Canty fiber optic lighting systems have been designed to provide efficient, high output tungsten-halogen light in a cost effective
package. Canty uses only high quality, flexible fiber optic light pipes to guide the light from our light source through a sight glass or
process connection. The light is elliptically focused into the fiber optic light pipe and guided through the sight glass minimizing
losses while maximizing your tank or vessel lighting!

Features

- Options for flexible fiber optic light bundle provides a high intensity light output 
- NEMA 4, IP66, Explosion proof (Class I, Div. 1, Groups B, C & D, Class II, Div. 1, Groups E, F & G) or Flameproof Eex d IIC T6 light options 
- Fused glass seal provides a safe, reliable, hermetic seal between electronics and the process area

Vessel & Sight Glasses

Sanitary Fuseview Sight Glass

 

Sanitary Sight
Glass & Sight

Flows

J.M. Canty Fuseview™ sight glasses have been engineered to meet all your process and safety needs. Fuseview™ Tri-clamps®
are a fused sight glass providing one-piece construction with no additional gaskets or torquing required. All standard Tri-clamp®
Fuseviews™ feature Factory Mutual approval and were designed and tested to ensure the safest product available. Canty can
provide certification of material and testing if required, typical of ASME code requirements for process vessels.

Features

- All standard models are FM approved! 
- Stainless Steel, Alloy C, Hastelloy®C276 or equal, or Hastelloy® C-22® or equal one piece construction 
- Standard temperatures to 450°F [232°C]

Process Fuseview Sight Glas
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Industrial Sight
Glass & Sight

Flows

J.M. Canty Fuseview™ sight glasses have been engineered to meet all your process and safety needs. All standard Fuseviews™
feature Factory Mutual approval and were designed and tested to ensure the safest product available. Canty can provide
certification of material and testing if required, typical of ASME code requirements for process vessels.

Features

- Stainless, carbon, Alloy C, Hastelloy® C276 or equal, and Hastelloy® C-22® or equal fusing rings 
- 150# through 2500#, 10 bar through 40 bar models 
- Quartz and Sapphire shields for caustic service
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